Current application of sentinel lymph node lymphoscintigraphy to detect various cancer metastases.
In this review article, the application of sentinel lymph node (SLN) lymphoscintigraphy not only in breast cancer and melanoma but also in cancers of the genital organs and the lungs is described. After a brief historical background, including Virchow and Cabanas' views, a description of the basic technique and the sensitivity and specificity of this technique in identifying SLN in breast cancer and melanoma are presented. In cervical and vulvar cancer and also in lung cancer, special techniques are applied before and during surgery and evaluated after surgical operation. The advantages and disadvantages of using SLN lymphoscintigraphy are described. Finally, our experience from using SLN lymphoscintigraphy, especially in cervical cancer, is presented. The technique for SLN mapping may save the patient from extended surgical procedures, indicate the pathways of lymph drainage and identify skip metastases. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of this technique should improve more in order to provide information concerning the extent of surgical treatment.